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“If you lived here…”:
Lifestyle, Marketing, and the Development of Condominiums in Toronto
by Ute Lehrer
It’s not just a condominium, it’s a lifestyle.
Minto 30 Roe is almost too good to be
true. This is a lifestyle for the young, and
the young at heart, smack in the middle
of Toronto’s most vibrant neighbourhood
[…] On April 14, we’re holding a Preview
Event to launch the amazing Minto 30 Roe.
Register today and get on the list for your
personal invitation.

incorporating exquisite materials and design
elements, individual access elevators, as well as
service personnel such as concierges and butlers.
Another strategy that is applied almost universally is the reference to “Owning the sky”:19
Welcome to your personal window of
the world.20
Stunning, unmatched panoramic views
both to the north and south overlooking
historically protected properties.21

—Advertisement in Toronto Metro,
April 5, 2012
Commercially motivated sales strategies for attracting potential buyers are as old as the building industry itself. But in today’s world, wherever
we look, we are bombarded with material and
non-material images. As intellectuals in the
twentieth-century first showed us,1 commodification has reached into every corner of our society
and led to unprecedented levels of mass production and consumption. Guy Debord called this
“the society of the spectacle,” in which social
relations are mediated through images. He postulated that industrial capitalism was obsessed
with the notion of possession, while in a postindustrial society the objective is to “appear.”2
This is exactly what we see in today’s urban
transformation. An essential human right, shelter,
has become commodified in such a way that it is
no longer about the necessity of housing people,
or of owning a dwelling, but of buying into a
lifestyle, and thereby pushing use toward a new
degree of alienation.
Toronto is undergoing a massive spatial, s ocial,
and quite possibly political, transformation. It
began in the late 1990s, when billboard signs
and sales offices popped up, taking over parking
lots and derelict industrial lands, using a plethora
of images that spoke the language of youth,
health, and beauty. Part of the sales strategy of
developers was to turn the sites of future condominium development into a spectacle.
Billboards, brochures, and websites publicized
amenities such as roof-top gardens, swimming
pools, barbeque terraces, and indoor gyms. All
of these images implied the creation of secured
spaces with guarded lobbies, while hyping up
a lifestyle specific to the condo dweller’s experience (including birds-eye views of the city).
People seemed to buy into the combination of
individual ownership and collective use of common spaces and amenities with preselected
people. What followed was a building frenzy of
condo towers in the downtown core that has
now spread throughout the city and the Greater
Toronto Area. The “Condo Boom,”3 as it has
been referred to from the mid-2000s onward,
has since transformed entire neighbourhoods.
The condo boom has naturally had a great
impact on the city. It has led to a monoculture
of housing forms in the downtown core and to
a further eradication of spaces that are on the
fringe of the market economy. Because condo
owners have almost everything inside, they no
longer need to engage with the city below.
Their everyday life is contained within controlled
spaces, and any encounter with the “other” is
reduced to its bare minimum.
Image production within the built environment
has been around for a long time.4 But in the
case of the condominium tower it wasn’t enough
to sell the physical product; there was also an
explicit necessity to create a need for a lifestyle
unique to the condo. Before the typical condodweller moved into his or her new place the
need for such a life had to be socially constructed. When legal regulations took shape in
North America in the mid-twentieth century,5
Toronto began to see a few isolated examples
of this form of housing, particularly along the
waterfront. The normal trajectory was, and still is,
to privilege the single or semi-detached house
over any other form of living arrangement. While
about half a million (of 2.7 million) Torontonians
live in high-rise apartments built by private
developers between 1950 and the early 1980s,
these dwellings tend to be rental units in neighborhoodsalong traffic nodes and corridors.6 A
new cultural understanding was thus necessary
to convince people to buy property in downtown areas, within buildings where all residents
shared an entrance and amenities, paid maintenance fees and tolerated the s and smellssocial
practices of their neighbours.
In the early days of the boom, condo development faced two challenges: While developers
were drawn to evelopers in Toronto as a foreign
practice in the urban landscape of this city, and
that the cheap lands in Toronto’s former industrial areas they had little experience in selling units
in a highrise building. Likewise, potential buyers
needed to be introduced to the idea of this form
of living. Hence, with the help of the advertisement industry, ng needed a complete image
makeover in order to be attractive to the tential
buyers lifestyle became the selling point, not the
building itself. It is helpful to borrow here from
Charles Rutheiser’s concept of “imagineering,”
which he understands as place-making not only
through urban design but also the “aggressive,
relentless use of advertising.”7 Together with
what Kipfer and Keil8 call “Toronto Inc.,” this
practice can be seen as the backbone of a forceful advertisement strategy of condo developers
in seeking their clientele, which also corresponds
with the municipal and provincial strategies that
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Revel in breathtaking, unobstructed
waterfront and city views.22

Artist’s concept of the DNA3 condominium at the corner of King and Shaw Streets Toronto.
© Graziani + Corazza Architects

were developed for planning policies since the
early 2000s.9 These were all features of a concerted effort to make condo-living attractive at
a place where there was no widespread practice
of this living form: billboards went up on potential sites; stylish websites were launched; glossy
sales brochures were disseminated; themed
sales offices were erected; their openings were
celebrated as hip events with long lineups
(sometimes lasting hours, or even several days);
and chic TV and radio commercials drew the
attention of the public to this new form of living.
One of the most controversial ads was a video
clip, showing a couple lining up at the entrance
of a club. When they finally reach the front of
the line the bouncer asks them, “are you on
the list?” We then we see them stepping aside,
crestfallen.10
When, in the early 2000s, the first massive
wave of billboards appeared in the downtown
core, an advertising language was developed
that was significantly different from suburbia,
which normally draws on images of family, nature,
and harmony. 11 In contrast, the visuals in the
city showed healthy-looking, young, active, white
and predominantly female residents enjoying life
in their new condominiums.12 Condo advertisements comprised a crucial part of an intensive
effort to transform former industrial areas into
places with a particular lifestyle—a lifestyle that
first needed to be created. One common strategy played with the imagination of potential
buyers by making reference to other cities. As
if Toronto were not hip enough to sell itself on
its place-specific merits, sales strategies, especially between 2005 and 2007, pointed to cities
around the world:
Living at 76 Shuter is living downtown
New York style.13
Inspired by the world. Fashioned in Toronto.
The Delano in Miami. The Mercer in New
York. The Montalembert in Paris. W Hotel in
Honolulu. What sets these hotels apart? Each
is a boutique of singular style and c haracter.
This is a luxurious South Beach style Skyline
bar.14
Chateau Royal itself is modeled after an
elegant Parisian residence complete with
a steeply sloping copper look roof, dormer
windows and balconies galore. The street
level is home to small specialty shops and
a café all sheltered by the white awnings
reminiscent of Boulevard St-Michel or
St-Germain-des-Prés.15
The lobby, cool, crisp and composed,
borrows its inspiration from the couture
runways of Paris, London or New York.16
Malibu is a condo development squeezed
between an elevated inner-city highway and a
busy surface road, and it plays on the imagination of passersby by making reference to a
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place associated with an outdoor lifestyle that is
healthy, playful, and affluent. During construction,
all year round a female body in a bikini lured
the eyes of drivers to the site and promised a
life full of s unshine and beaches: “Right where
Harbourfront meets the real lakeshore, there is
an enclave of West Coast cool. Malibu. Toronto’s
first California condos.”17 Now that the condo
is completed and people have moved in, it is
fair to say that there is very little California feel
to this development, just as the lack of “London”
is evident at the Esplanade development, which
presented itself with the slogan, “Club London.
If you live here, you are a member.”18
Exclusivity is also one of the dominant strategies used to sell the condo lifestyle. A club
with a fitness centre is a staple of almost every
condo in town, but more and more condos
are also geared toward the high-end market,
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regressing into daydreams. ×
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